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Abstract—Wireless networks have important energy needs. Many benefits are expected when the base stations, the fundamental part of this energy consumption, are equipped with renewable energy (RE) systems. Important research efforts have been done to enhance the utilization of RE. However, to the best of our knowledge, these efforts did not take into consideration partially RE-equipped systems. The latter is of great importance considering the high cost of these systems and the feasibility of implementing RE systems at all base station sites. Thus, it is interesting to study the percentage of sites to be equipped with RE systems. In this work, we analyze the energy and cost savings for a defined energy management strategy of a RE hybrid system. Our study of the relationship between cost savings and percentage of sites equipped with RE show significant results. For example, our simulation shows that a cost gain of 60\% is realized when 30\% of the base stations are equipped with solar panels that harvest only 35\% of the total network energy demand at full load. Results also show an upper limit for the battery capacity at which the cost gain is maximized.

I. INTRODUCTION

The world of wireless communication is gaining popularity due to its ongoing advances towards new services and features that were implausible in the past. Nevertheless, this growing popularity is significantly increasing the user traffic and hence, proliferating the energy consumption of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector. It is estimated that ICT consumes around 4.7\% of the world’s electrical energy, releasing into the atmosphere about 1.7\% of the global \(CO_2\) emissions [1]. Furthermore, mobile operators are among the top energy consumers with a contribution share of 0.5\% of the total energy supply worldwide [2]. This number is ought to increase with the fast growth in capacity demand, unless compelling enhancements are brought to network’s efficiency. In its recent VNI mobile traffic report, Cisco forecasts an increase of sevenfold in the global mobile data traffic volume between 2016 and 2021 [3].

In 3G and LTE cellular networks, Radio Access Network (RAN) consumes the major part of energy with the base station (BS) using 75-80\% of the network’s energy [4]. Hence, reducing the power at this level is important for the energy efficiency of cellular networks. Several techniques attack the aforementioned challenge on different layers: Cell Layout Adaptation (CLA) layer, including cell breathing, switching-off techniques, and the deployment of small-cells/relays; Radio Resource Management (RRM) layer, including transmission power control and the optimization of transmission resources in time or bandwidth; Environmental Learning and Information Exchange (EL-IE) layer, such as cognitive radio, to optimize spectrum efficiency and energy consumption; and component level enhancement layer, including hardware components efficiency such as, power amplifier (PA) [5]. Moreover, providing energy harvesting capability to cellular BSs is another effective approach for an energy efficient network, to acquire clean and cheap energy from ambient surrounding. A detailed survey on powering cellular BSs with renewable energy (RE) can be found in [6].

In the context of powering cellular BSs with local RE sources and due to the high cost of these systems, careful study of RE sizing and deployment is needed to avoid additional CAPEX and OPEX costs, and to ensure a good quality of service (QoS) to the offered users. For instance, deploying RE on all sites of a cellular network might not be a feasible economic solution for the operator. In contrast to small scale systems that focus on maximizing the throughput for point to point links powered by RE, this paper studies the network on a large scale and focuses on the design and operation of wireless cellular networks powered with hybrid energy supplies (RE and smart grid). In particular, we focus on studying the impact of equipping sites with RE sources on the operational cost and the performance of a cellular network, to decide how much to invest in RE, i.e., number of sites equipped with RE sources, sizing of RE, and battery capacity, etc.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a brief overview of the existing work. In Section III, we detail the system model. We describe the online strategies and policies used for cost reduction in Section IV. Finally, we present the simulation results in Section V before concluding in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The use of RE in cellular networks has received a number of studies. The idea is to optimize the use of RE in order to achieve the required objective(s), e.g., reduce the on-grid energy consumption and minimize the electric bill of the operator.
Bringing down on-grid energy consumption in cellular networks has been thoroughly studied. For example, the authors in [7] exploited the approach of energy sharing and load shifting under the smart grid (SG) environment, with the objective to minimize the on-grid energy consumption of green cellular networks, powered with hybrid energy supplies (RE and SG). While the authors ignored sleep mode strategies, they assumed that the network is fully equipped with RE sources. In a similar network setup and objective, the authors in [8] studied the joint problem of sleep scheme approach and resource allocation taking into account the users’ blocking probability as the QoS. Using dynamic programming (DP), their numerical results revealed a 50% reduction in grid power consumption compared with the BS on-off algorithm.

The objective of minimizing the electric bill of a cellular network operator was investigated in [9], [10], [11]. In [9], we studied RE allocation, energy consumption minimization, and radio resource allocation to minimize the electric bill of a cellular network powered by both RE and power grid, in a variable electricity price environment. In [10], the authors presented intelligent green energy allocation, user association, and downlink power control to increase the cost savings of cellular network operators taking into account the network’s delay. In [11], based on stochastic dynamic programming, the authors studied BS switch-off to reduce the total on-grid energy cost in a large-scale green cellular network.

Even though the above mentioned work succeeded in accomplishing the above objectives, the models studied assumed that all network’s BSs are equipped with RE sources. This assumption, however, might not be practical for large networks of thousands of BSs. The closest work to our study is done in our previous work [12], where we evaluated the trade-off between the percentage of non-green energy used and the user satisfaction degree, that is defined as the User-BS coverage provided by hybrid energy powered BS. However, the work was limited to one BS only.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Description

We consider a geographical area served by a mobile operator deploying an LTE network with $M$ macro BSs. These BSs are located in a hexagonal structure with site distance of $D$, serving $K$ mobile users. We denote the set of BSs by $B = \{1, \ldots, j, \ldots, M\}$. A BS $j$ serves $k_j$ users such that $\sum_{j=1}^{M} k_j = K$. Initially, the users are associated with and served by the BSs based on best signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio method (Best SINR), that is managed by a centralized energy management unit (EMU). Each user measures the SINR by using pilot signals from all BSs and sends it to the EMU. We further consider two sets of BSs. One is solely powered by grid energy, i.e., smart grid (SG) and is denoted by $BS^{Grid}$. The other set is equipped with RE and batteries; hence, it is powered by a mix of hybrid energy sources (SG and RE) and is denoted by $BS^{Mix}$. The total bandwidth of the system $W$ is shared among the BSs with a frequency reuse factor of one, thus each BS is using the whole system bandwidth. We consider that the traffic load, on-grid energy price, and RE are all varying over time.

B. Network Architecture and Operations

Since equipping all sites with RE sources might not be economically feasible, we consider installing a percentage of sites with energy harvesters. Furthermore, we allow BSs to switch to sleep mode state temporarily to save energy. As shown in Fig. 1, a centralized EMU manages the operational states of a cluster of BSs. Each user sends all received SINRs from surrounding BSs to the EMU. Based on these measurements, the BSs are set to either active or sleep mode for a fixed period of time.

The decision of allocating RE, on the other hand, is left for each BS. Based on the current price of electricity and the state of charge of the battery, a local EMU installed at each BS, as shown in Fig. 1, decides whether to store or use the harvested energy. The decision policies for switching-off BSs and allocating RE are detailed in Section IV.

C. Energy Consumption Model

In order to calculate the power consumption of the wireless cellular network, we use the power model provided by EARTH [13]. Accordingly, the power consumption of a BS consists of a static part $P_0$ and a traffic dependent part $P_{out}$. Moreover, the power demand depends on the number of active RBs. At time stage $i$, and because of the nearly linear relationship that exists between the RF power and the BS power consumption, the power consumption of the BS can be expressed as
follows:

\[
P_{in,i} = \begin{cases} 
N_{trx}(P_0 + \frac{n^{(i)}_{RB}}{n^{(i)}_{RB}} \times \Delta_p \times P_{out}^{(i)}), & 0 < P_{out} \leq P_{max}, \\
N_{trx}P_{sleep}, & P_{out} = 0.
\end{cases}
\]

where \(N_{trx}\) is the number of transceivers, \(\Delta_p\) and \(P_{sleep}\) are the load dependent parameter and the power consumption of the BS in sleep mode, respectively. \(n^{(i)}_{RB}\) and \(n^{Total}_{RB}\) are the number of active RBs at time stage \(i\) and the maximum number of RBs available to the BS, respectively.

**D. Downlink Transmission Model**

We measure the downlink transmission quality between a BS \(j\) and a user located at a location \(x\), denoted by \(u_x\), based on the SINR as follows:

\[
SINR_j(u_x) = \frac{P_j h_j(u_x)}{\sigma^2 + \sum_{j' \in BS} P_{j'} h_{j'}(u_x)}
\]

(2)

where \(P_j\) is the transmitted power of BS \(j\), \(h_j(u_x)\) is the channel gain from BS \(j\) to user at location \(x\), which accounts for the path loss and shadowing effect, and \(\sigma^2\) is the additive white Gaussian noise power density. A user is associated to the corresponding BS based on the highest received SINR.

We can express the rate offered to a user at position \(x\) by BS \(j\) using Shannon-Hartley theorem as follows:

\[
R_j(u_x) = n^{(u_x)}_{RB} \times BW_{RB} \times \log_2(1 + SINR_j(u_x))
\]

(3)

where \(n^{(u_x)}_{RB}\) is the number of RBs allocated to user at location \(x\) and \(BW_{RB}\) is the bandwidth of one RB, such that \(BW_{RB} = W/n^{Total}_{RB}\).

**E. Renewable Energy Generation, Electricity Price and Traffic Load Variations**

We consider the use of solar panels due to their flexibility. In addition, we provide these sites with battery storages in order to store the excess harvested energy for future transmission. The amount of harvested energy varies depending on the location and panel size. We adopt a panel size of 12.5m² and take as an example the city of Marseille (France), due to its high solar potential, \(7.08KWh/day/m²\) [14].

The traffic load on the other hand manifests both temporal and spatial diversities. On the temporal diversity, the traffic load of a BS dynamically changes over time, as shown in Figure 2. We assume that the users are uniformly distributed in the area, and the BSs are always transmitting data to the users.

We consider real-time pricing (RTP) to model the electricity price variations. This model is expected to dominate the market (particularly the industrial one), due to its advantages in reducing gas emission levels, load balancing, and the PAR (peak-to-average ratio) [15].

**IV. ONLINE RAN ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY**

Several radio resource management techniques, sleeping scheme mechanisms, and battery power management algorithms were designed and studied to enhance the energy efficiency of wireless cellular networks [6]. In this section, we present some of these strategies and use them to analyze the system understudy.

**A. Sleep Mode Strategy: SINR threshold-based method**

The algorithm described in this section aggressively turns off BSs based on an SINR Switch-Off Threshold (\(SINR_{SOT}\)) parameter. It is a modified version of the sleep scheme algorithm presented in [9]. It considers the set of BSs powered solely by grid energy, \(BS^{Grid}\), as candidates to be switched-off. First, it sorts these BSs in increasing order of their traffic loads. Then, starting with BS \(j \in BS^{Grid}\) with the lowest load, the algorithm switches it to sleep mode if the measured SINRs between each of its users and all neighboring BSs (except \(j\)) are above \(SINR_{SOT}\).

\[
SINR_j(u_x) \geq SINR_{SOT}, \forall u_x \in BS^j_{Grid} \text{ and } j' \in (B\setminus_j).
\]

(4)

If (4) is satisfied, BS \(j\) offloads its users to neighboring BSs with the highest received SINRs. The \(SINR_{SOT}\) parameter described in this section is non-operational. In other words, the SINRs of the users offloaded to neighboring BSs will witness a signal improvement due to interference reduction, as a result of switching-off some BSs. The algorithm is summarized in Table I.

**B. Resource Block Policy: Max-Min Fairness algorithm**

We consider that each BS has a fixed number of total RBs (\(RB_T\) that is shared among its associated users. In this work, we take advantage of the Max-Min fairness
C. Online Battery Management: SPAEMA algorithm

Studies showed that intelligent energy management of harvested energy yields to higher on-grid energy cost reduction resulting in electric bill savings. In this context, we apply the proposed heuristic online battery management algorithm described in [18], that requires only the current state of battery level and electricity price to decide whether to use or store RE. Table III summarizes the decisions for different cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery/price</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>use</td>
<td>store</td>
<td>store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>store</td>
<td>use</td>
<td>use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>use</td>
<td>use</td>
<td>use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. On-Grid Network Power Consumption

Following the power model described in eq. (1) and based on the above mentioned algorithms (sleep scheme, RB allocation and battery power management, SPAEMA), we can express the on-grid energy consumption of the network at time stage $i$ as follows:

$$G_i = \sum_{j=1}^{M} (SD_j(i) \times NBA + \frac{n_{RB}^j}{n_{RB}^{total}} \times \Delta_p \times P_{out}^{i(j)})$$

where $SD_j^{i(j)}$ is the amount of harvested energy allocated at time stage $i$. $SD_j^{i(j)}$, $SD_j^{i(j)}$ and $RE_j^{i(j)}$ are binary variables. $SD_j^{i(j)}$ is a switching decision variable that indicates whether BS $j$ is active ($SD_j^{i(j)} = 0$) or in sleep mode ($SD_j^{i(j)} = 1$). $SD_j^{i(j)}$ is the complement of $SD_j^{i(j)}$. $RE_j^{i(j)}$ indicates whether BS $j$ is equipped with RE source or not ($RE_j = 1$ indicates that BS $j$ is equipped with RE source). From eq. (5), a trade-off exists between the number of sites equipped with RE sources and the size of the candidate set of BSs allowed to switch to sleep mode, in order to minimize the energy consumption. In other words, when the number of sites equipped with RE sources increases, less BSs will be able to switch off to save energy; however, more green energy will be introduced into the system to minimize the on-grid energy consumption. In the next section, we demonstrate the trade-off between the percentage of sites equipped with RE sources and the operational cost savings.

V. Simulation and Results

To evaluate the performance of the network, we develop our simulation results via Monte-Carlo method. For each scenario, we run 100 independent simulations using MATLAB and acquire the average value. We consider the use of solar panels, due to their flexibility, and model the variation of electricity price following a real time price (RTP) model, showing the price variation in France during a workday, as shown in Fig. 2. We model the path loss as described in [19], with a carrier frequency of 2 GHz and W=10 MHz bandwidth.
where \( d_j(x) \) is the distance in Km between BS \( j \) and user at location \( x \), \( f \) is the carrier frequency in MHz, and \( \text{Dhb} \) is the BS antenna height in meters, measured from the average rooftop level. We take the antenna height and carrier frequency to be 15 m and 2 GHz, respectively. By adding log-normally distributed shadowing \((\text{Log}_{10} F = 6dB)\) to the propagation model, the path loss formula will be reduced to:

\[
h_j(u_x) = L_j(u_x) + \text{Log}_{10}(F) = 128.1 + 37.6 \text{Log}_{10}(d_j(x)) + 6
\]

Table IV summarizes the different parameters and their values used, as well as the assumptions taken in this work.

**TABLE IV: Parameters’ values and assumptions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of BSs</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sectors</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>10 MHz, FDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum transmitted power</td>
<td>43 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercell distance</td>
<td>1000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of users in the network</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User min. required rate</td>
<td>1 Mb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise power</td>
<td>-174 dBm/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta_p )</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV cell properties</td>
<td>16% efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stages L</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A. Energy and Operational Cost Savings**

We define the operational cost gain as follows:

\[
\text{Operational Cost Gain} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{L} E_{FL}^q(i) \times p(i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{L} E_{FL}^q(i) \times p(i)}
\]

where \( E_{FL}^q \) is the on-grid energy consumption of the network without RE at full load, i.e., using all radio resources. \( E_{FL}^q(i) \) is the on-grid energy consumption at time instant \( i \), with RE and using the online energy management strategies described in Section IV. \( p(i) \) is the price of electricity at time instant \( i \).

We consider several parameters when studying the operational cost gain of the network. In addition to evaluating this gain over different percentage of sites equipped with RE, we investigate the impact of the size of solar panels and the capacity of battery storages on this gain over one day. In Fig. 3, we plot the on-grid energy consumption (Eq. (5)) versus the percentage of sites equipped with RE, for different battery capacity sizes. We observe a linear behavior in the on-grid energy consumption. In order to quantify the cost gain, we plot the operational cost gain (Eq. (8)) in Fig. 4. The 20% gain obtained when none of the sites are equipped with RE sources and no sleep scheme is considered, is a result of the resource block allocation algorithm, described in Section IV-B, that turns off excess RBs and hence, reduces the energy consumption. We observe that equipping only 30% of sites with RE sources, achieves a cost saving gain of roughly 88% while we can reach up to 75% when all BSs are equipped with solar panels that harvest no more than 35% of the total energy demand at full load. This amount of harvested energy is related to the panel surface area of 12.5m² used in this setup.
Fig. 5: Percentage of on-grid cost reduction over one day with a 12.5m² solar panel surface area, without sleep mode.

Equipped with RE sources. We demonstrate the case where sleep mode is not activated, to emphasize the battery capacity impact on the gain achieved solely by RE. The results uncover a cost reduction of around 68% with a 12.5m² solar panel surface area. However, this result is obtained when all the sites are equipped with RE. We also observe that the cost gain is divided into 3 regions. The first region shows a linear increase in the gain versus the battery capacity. As the size of the battery increases, less green energy will be lost due to battery overflow. The second region is denoted as the saturation region. In this region, further increase in the battery capacity brings no significant gain. In this case, the harvested energy is fully used and there is no waste in RE. The last region is the depletion region for large battery capacities. Its behavior is related to the energy management strategy used (here, it is SPAEMA). Based on SPAEMA, if the battery level is low, the harvested RE will be stored in the battery until it reaches a certain threshold (i.e., medium battery level). However, this threshold increases when the battery capacity is increased. Hence, for large batteries, SPAEMA doesn’t properly manage RE and it will keep on storing this energy until this threshold is reached.

Fig. 6 shows the operational cost savings for different solar panel surface areas. Results show that by increasing the size of PV panels, the impact on cost savings from RE increases compared to the savings obtained from sleep scheme only. However, equipping small solar panels with a surface area less than 6m² (harvesting less than 10% of the network total energy demand), degrades the cost savings, compared to the case when using the sleep scheme algorithm described in Section IV-A. This is because solar panels with such harvesting capabilities save less energy than switching off BSs. In this work, we ignore the cost of equipping these sites with RE sources and battery storages. We focus only on the operational cost (OPEX). CAPEX, on the other hand, is left for future work.

Fig. 7 illustrates the cost gain versus $SINR_{SOT}$. The results show that as the percentage of sites equipped with RE increases, the impact of $SINR_{SOT}$ on the cost gain decreases. For instance, when less BSs are equipped with RE sources, more will be able to switch to sleep mode and hence, the SINR switch-off threshold will impact a bigger set of BSs.

Fig. 6: Percentage of on-grid cost reduction for different panel sizes with sleep mode over one day, with a battery capacity 3 KWh.

Fig. 7: Impact of the SINR switch-off threshold on the on-grid cost gain, with a 12.5m² solar panel surface area and a battery capacity of 3 KWh.

B. Network Performance

Fig. 8 shows the network performance in terms of network’s average rate versus $SINR_{SOT}$. By comparing the results to Fig. 7, a trade-off exists between the cost gain and the QoS, which is defined here as the users’ average data rate, when varying the $SINR_{SOT}$. For example, decreasing the $SINR_{SOT}$ leads to more cost savings; however, it reduces the user’s average rate. We observe that at -15dB, the system reaches its peak average rate as some BSs will switch to sleep mode and thus, reducing the interference resulting in a better signal quality. However, at the expense of reducing the cost gain.
using RE in powering BSs in cellular networks introduces significant benefits. In this paper, we demonstrated the effect of equipping BSs with RE sources on the operational cost savings and network performance, for different input parameters: number of sites equipped with RE sources, battery capacity, and solar panel surface areas under different energy efficiency techniques. We reached an operational cost gain of around 60% when only 30% of sites are equipped with RE sources. Moreover, we demonstrated a saturation range in which the cost gain does not change by further increasing the battery size. However, for very large battery capacities, the energy management algorithm applied (SPAEMA), fails to reduce the electric bill of the operator. We further studied the trade-off between cost savings and average users’ rate by varying the threshold at which BSs can switch to sleep mode. Results show that the impact of this threshold decreases, as the number of sites equipped with RE sources increases.

For future work, we aim at studying more complex algorithms. Using advanced sleep modes to shut down BS’s components gradually, is an emerging topic in 5G networks. Further integration of cellular networks and smart grid can bring additional improvement to the network’s energy efficiency. Moreover, contrary to the ideal batteries used in this work, we want to study the system under realistic batteries by considering several indicators such as battery efficiency, battery cycle, depth of discharge and battery lifetime, for different types of batteries.

VI. CONCLUSION

Using RE in powering BSs in cellular networks introduces significant benefits. In this paper, we demonstrated the effect of equipping BSs with RE sources on the operational cost savings and network performance, for different input parameters: number of sites equipped with RE sources, battery capacity, and solar panel surface areas under different energy efficiency techniques. We reached an operational cost gain of around 60% when only 30% of sites are equipped with RE sources. Moreover, we demonstrated a saturation range in which the cost gain does not change by further increasing the battery size. However, for very large battery capacities, the energy management algorithm applied (SPAEMA), fails to reduce the electric bill of the operator. We further studied the trade-off between cost savings and average users’ rate by varying the threshold at which BSs can switch to sleep mode. Results show that the impact of this threshold decreases, as the number of sites equipped with RE sources increases.

For future work, we aim at studying more complex algorithms. Using advanced sleep modes to shut down BS's components gradually, is an emerging topic in 5G networks. Further integration of cellular networks and smart grid can bring additional improvement to the network's energy efficiency. Moreover, contrary to the ideal batteries used in this work, we want to study the system under realistic batteries by considering several indicators such as battery efficiency, battery cycle, depth of discharge and battery lifetime, for different types of batteries.
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